ATCO
FOR THE GOLF COURSE
... and for Life

ATCO GANG MOWERS
FOR THE FAIRWAYS

There are three models available. The popular general-purpose model No. 1; the heavy-duty No. 2; and now:

The NEW MODEL No. 3 with these star features:
★ Special two-section gearbox makes cutter changing a moment’s job – no stripping!
★ 10" Heavy-duty cutter unit of advanced design for outstanding cutting and clearing efficiency.
★ Even less time needed for maintenance – For example: oil bath changes, ONCE A YEAR only! – making more time for mowing!
★ Full width rear roller for fine turf mowing – Easily attached and detached to suit varying conditions.

Atco Gang Mowers are only some of the many machines in the Atco complete range, from the 12" to the 34" roller type, as well as rotary grass cutters and side-wheel mowers.

PRICES FOR TRIPLES RANGE FROM £289.

The 20" SPECIAL
FOR 'SUPERFINE' MOWING OF GREENS

This ‘self-contained’ motor mower has become recognised as the best machine of all for the maintenance of the perfect finish required for the Greens. The specification is complete and will maintain peak performance – for life.

£90

and perhaps most important of all...

IMPECCABLE SERVICE

EVERYWHERE there is an ATCO Engineer attached to an ATCO owned Branch ready to advise on any problem in connection with grass cutting.

DEMONSTRATIONS OF ANY ATCO CAN BE ARRANGED TO SUIT YOU OR YOUR GREENS COMMITTEE
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GOLF COURSE EQUIPMENT for FAIRWAYS

Tractor Mounted Equipment

**GENERAL PURPOSE AERATOR**
Fitted with double ended reversible slitting and pointed tines—4 inch penetration.
6' 0" wide. Model LA6
Brochure LLF

**HEAVY DUTY AERATOR**
With interchangeable slitting and pointed tines—6" to 9" penetration. For regular aeration, particularly on heavy soils. Aids surface drainage. 6' 0" wide. Model HA6.
Brochure LLF

**ROLLER**
Easily handled. Complete with scraper.
9 cwt. x 6' 0" Model LR6
Brochure LLF

**TRUSPRED**
Many purpose spreader for seed, granular and powder fertiliser and dressings. Gives even and accurate carpet spread.
60' 72' and 90' Models TSD.
Brochure TSD/6090

**RAKE AND BRUSH**
Foldable for gateways. Interchangeable Rake and Brush heads. For scarifying Fairways and brushing in of dressings.
12' 0" wide. Model LSB12
Brochure LLF

**TILITHER AND RAKE AND BRUSH**
7' 0" adjustable Rake for tilthing and scarifying with interchangeable 8' 0" Brush.
Model LTB/7/8.
Brochure LLF

**PEDESTRIAN CONTROLLED AERATOR**
The Auto-Outfield Spiker for aerating Fairways and Approaches and renovating Greens and Tees. Drives on its spikes. Ideal for use in winter. Flat bladed pointed 5 inch tines. Effective width 3' 0"
Model AOS/366.
Brochure AOS

**TOWED COMBINE**
For tractor or vehicle towing. General Purpose Aerator with reversible tines 4 inch penetration. Also Rakes and Brushes.
6' 0" Model CL6. 4' 0" Model CL4
Brochure CL

Fully detailed Brochures available from the Designers, Patentees and Manufacturers of

"SISIS" Patent EQUIPMENT
W. HARGREAVES & CO. LTD.
MACCLESFIELD, CHESHIRE, ENGLAND
Tel. Macclesfield 6363
GOLF COURSE EQUIPMENT for GREENS and TEES

AERDRAIN FORK
The basic tool for turf aeration. Choice of four different interchangeable tines — Hollow Coring, Slitting, Round Solid, Root Action.

AUTO-TURFMAN
A powered fine turf aerator with a choice of three different sets of interchangeable tines— Hollow Coring, Taper Slitting, Round Pointed, giving up to a 4 inch deep vertical penetration with no surface disturbance. Ideal for aerating Greens and Tees.

TRUSPRED 24" / 36"
A many purpose spreader for powder or granular fertiliser, grass seed, dressing, etc. Accurate carpet spreading, fully adjustable.

SUPER COULTAS 36"
A refined hand spreader for seed, fertiliser and powder dressings. Rotary brush aids distribution. Sows down to ½ oz. per sq. yard. Power pack available.

TURFMAN OUTFIT
A universal hand frame to which can be fitted Aerators with interchangeable Tines, Rakes, Brushes and Spiker Slitter. Can be power operated by a number of two-wheeled tractors.

TRULUTE

AUTO-ROTORAKE 18"
A heavy duty vertical rotary turf fibre cutter for use on Greens, Tees and Approaches. Fitted with power traverse drive. 420 or 220 c.c. engines available.